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Top Gainers 

Name Last Price ($) %Change

Comerica Inc. $43.22 7.14%

VF Corp. $19.09 6.53%

DISH Network

Corp. Cl A
$7.54 6.20%

Etsy Inc. $90.05 5.63%

Advanced Micro

Devices Inc.
$124.23 5.34%

The 2-year U.S. Treasury yield rose slightly on 

Tuesday as investors considered what could 

be on the horizon for the economy and Federal 

Reserve monetary policy.

The 2-year Treasury yield was trading by 

nearly 3 basis points higher at 4.508%. The 

yield on the 10-year Treasury was down by 1 

basis point at 3.683%. Yields and prices have 

an inverted relationship and one basis point is 

equivalent to 0.01%.

Securities and Exchange Commission Chair 

Gary Gensler took a swing Tuesday at 

cryptocurrency and other digital tokens, 

implying they’re essentially unnecessary in 

today’s world. “Look, we don’t need more 

digital currency,” Gensler said during an 

appearance on CNBC’s “Squawk on the 

Street.” “We already have digital currency. It’s 

called the U.S. dollar. It’s called the euro or it’s 

called the yen; they’re all digital right now. We 

already have digital investments.”

Some $1.5 trillion in real-estate mortgages will 

come due in the next two years - paving the 

way for a potential financial crisis as higher 

interest rates push down property values.

Meanwhile, higher interest rates meant to 

hamper inflation continues to push down 

property values by deterring buyers - a 

phenomenon compounded by continued office 

vacancies.

Stocks showed a lack of direction over the 

course of the trading day on Tuesday, extending 

the lackluster performance seen in the previous 

session. The major averages once again spent 

the day bouncing back and forth across the 

unchanged line.

The major averages eventually ended the day 

in positive territory. The Nasdaq climbed 46.99 

points or 0.4 percent to 13,276.42, the S&P 500 

rose 10.06 points or 0.2 percent to 4,283.85 

and the Dow inched up 10.42 points or less 

than a tenth of a percent to 33,573.28.

Among individual stocks, shares of GitLab 

(GTLB) soared after the software development 

platform company reported a narrower than 

expected fiscal first quarter loss on revenues 

that exceeded analyst estimates.

Recreational vehicle manufacturer Thor 

Industries (THO) also surged after reporting 

fiscal third quarter results that beat expectations 

and raising its full-year earnings guidance.

Substantial strength was also visible among 

housing stocks, as reflected by the 3.2 percent 

surge by the Philadelphia Housing Sector 

Index. The index jumped to a well over one-

year closing high. Banking stocks also showed 

a significant move to the upside, driving the 

KBW Bank Index up by 3.0 percent to its best 

closing level in over a month.
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Top Losers

Name Last Price ($) %Change

Seagate

Technology

Holdings PLC

$58.59 -3.73%

Illumina Inc. $203.07 -3.56%

First Solar Inc. 196.82 -3.36%

Elevance Health

Inc.
464.60 -3.29%

T-Mobile US

Inc.
$128.54 -2.78%
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Disclaimer and General Advice Instructions: 

This document is provided by Laverne Securities Pty Ltd T/as Investor Desk. Laverne Securities Pty Ltd, CAR 001269781 of Laverne Capital Pty Ltd AFSL No. 482937.

The material in this document may contain general advice or recommendations which, while believed to be accurate at the time of publication, are not appropriate for all persons or accounts. This 

document does not purport to contain all the information that a prospective investor may require.  The material contained in this document does not take into consideration an investor’s 

objectives, financial situation or needs. Before acting on the advice, investors should consider the appropriateness of the advice, having regard to the investor’s objectives, financial situation, and 

needs. The material contained in this document is for sales purposes. The material contained in this document is for information purposes only and is not an offer, solicitation or recommendation 

with respect to the subscription for, purchase or sale of securities or financial products and neither or anything in it shall form the basis of any contract or commitment. This document should not 

be regarded by recipients as a substitute for the exercise of their own judgment and recipients should seek independent advice.

The material in this document has been obtained from sources believed to be true but neither Investor Desk and Banyan Tree nor its associates make any recommendation or warranty 

concerning the accuracy or reliability or completeness of the information or the performance of the companies referred to in this document. Past performance is not indicative of future 

performance. Any opinions and or recommendations expressed in this material are subject to change without notice and, Investor Desk and Banyan Tree are not under any obligation to update or 

keep current the information contained herein. References made to third parties are based on information believed to be reliable but are not guaranteed as being accurate.

Investor Desk and Banyan Tree and its respective officers may have an interest in the securities or derivatives of any entities referred to in this material. Investor Desk and Banyan Tree do and 

seek to do, business with companies that are the subject of its research reports. The analyst(s) hereby certify that all the views expressed in this report accurately reflect their personal views 

about the subject investment theme and/or company securities.

Although every attempt has been made to verify the accuracy of the information contained in the document, liability for any errors or omissions (except any statutory liability which cannot be 

excluded) is specifically excluded by Investor Desk and Banyan Tree, its associates, officers, directors, employees, and agents.  Except for any liability which cannot be excluded, Investor Desk 

and Banyan Tree, its directors, employees and agents accept no liability or responsibility for any loss or damage of any kind, direct or indirect, arising out of the use of all or any part of this 

material.  Recipients of this document agree in advance that Investor Desk and Banyan Tree are not liable to recipients in any matters whatsoever otherwise; recipients should disregard, destroy 

or delete this document. All information is correct at the time of publication. Investor Desk and Banyan Tree do not guarantee reliability and accuracy of the material contained in this document 

and is not liable for any unintentional errors in the document.

The securities of any company(ies) mentioned in this document may not be eligible for sale in all jurisdictions or to all categories of investors. This document is provided to the recipient only and 

is not to be distributed to third parties without the prior consent of Investor Desk and Banyan Tree
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